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WMMARY
A theoretical investigation was made to determine the effect on the
lateral oscillations of an airplane of an automatic control sensitive to
yawing accelerations. The investigation included calculations of the
effect of’time lag in a control of this type on the damping of the
lateral oscillations of a typical high~yeed airplane and also calcu-
lations of the effect on the dam@ng of vary& the ratio of the rudder
deflection to the yawing acceleration. The inadequacy of the approximate
l~perator method as a means of treating the lag Is also discussed.
The results indicate that a control of this type can successfully
damp the latera3 oscillations through a reasonable range of the lag.
The presence of the automatic control intrduces a higher+requency mode
.
of motion which becomes unstable with increasing time lag in addition to
the existing lower–frequency Dutch roll mode of motion which becomes
more stable with increasing time Mg. Increasing the ratio of the rudder
deflection to the yawing acceleration improved the damping of the lowe?+
frequency mode slightly but, at the same time, reduced rapidly the damping
of the higher+requenqy mode.
INTRODUCTION
.
With the increased speed range, altitude range, md density of
current airplanes, the problems of constant+mplitude .ktersl osculations
and of poorly damped lateral oscillations have became more acute. The
familiar snaking oscillation is one example of this type of oscillation
which CSllOCCW.This type of oscillation~ be very annoying to the
pilot on a long flight and may also ccmsiderably reduce the accuracy of
gunfire or of rockets or lombs released from the airplane. Even in the
--
2landing condition certain high-speed
dsmped Dutch roll oscillations which
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airplanes have developed,poorly
would be very critical during a
bl~d landing. In a fighter airplane these 0f3clliathn8 usually hve
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smell amplitudes and short periods. The oscillations are objectiaaable
even if the period is of the order of magnitude of ~ or 6 seconds such
as might be the case in a hea~ bcmber airplane, because the oscillations
still require close pilot attention for control.
In the past, satisfactory dsmping of the lateral oscillations has
been inherently provided in the airplsne. It may not be possible to
provide enough inherent stability in future high-speed airplanes because
of the effect of factors such as Mach number end high airplane density;
therefore, some type of automatic control ~ be required in order to
damp these lateral oscillations.
Several types of automatic controls have been used recently. Controls
which ere sensitive to displacement or velocity have been used in con-
ventiamil-automatic pilots, but these controls have two disadvantages
when used for controlling ahort+period oscillations. These controls
oppose the forces applied by the pilot”in steady maneuvers and, in additim,
large vslues of time lag in the automatic control reduce the effectiveness
of the control in producing the desired demplng.
An investigation of the response of an airplane controlled by an .
automatic control which would be sensitive to yawing accelerations is
considered worthwhile. Such a control would not oppose the forces applied
by the pilot in steady memeuvers and the time lag in such an automatic-
#-
control system ~ not be as criticel a factor as in other types of
controls. A theoretical investigation therefore has been made to determine
the effect of t- lag on the stability produce&by this type of control.
The effect of vsrying the ratio between the rudder deflection and the
yawing acceleration has also been investigated.
SYMBOLS AND COEFFICIENTS
@ angle of roll, radians
$ @e of yaw, radians
P“ engle of sideslip, radisns
P mass density of air, slugs per cubic.foot=
T airspeed, feet per second
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‘1 ()dynamic pressure, pounds per squaxe foot *2
b fig spen, feet
s wing erea, square feet
w weight of airplane, pounds
% acceleration due to grsvity, feet per second per second
m mass of airplane, slugs
Ix moment of inertia about
slug-feet2
12 moment of inertia about
%2 product of inertia with
.
.
(w/g)
the longitudinal pdncipl sxis,
the vertical.principal axis, slug-feet2
respect to the longitudinal and vertical
((princi@ sxes, sl~feet2 IZ –Ix)sin q cos q
. )
Iz
I’u =—
C@
P relative density factor (m/@h)
n angle of attack of principal l~gitudinal sxis of airplsnej
positive when principal axis is almve flight path at the
nose, degrees
?’ sngle of flight pathto hm?izontsJ, positive ina clim%, degrees
6r rudder deflection, radians
c!~ lift coefficient (W/qS)
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acn
C%=g
l
‘r time la~ seconds
D differential operatcm (d/dt)
P period of oscillation, seconds (231/m)
‘1/2 the for oscillation to reach hslf+z@itude, seconds
T2 time for oscillation to reach double smplitude, seconds
.
a“
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K gesring ratio %etween the rudder deflection em?.yawing
acceleration, radians yer radian per second
(/)
2 br D%
0 circular frequency, radians per second
%’, natural undamped circular frequency, radians ~er second
u’ ratio of circular frequen~ to natural undamped circular frequency
( /%)u
a real part of complex stabili* root
c ratio of daqing coefficient to critical *ing coefficient
e phase angle between ~ end D2~, degrees
L rolling mcment, foot~ounds
N yawing moment, foot+pounds
N1 yawing moment produced by deflecting rudder, foot~oumds
Y side force, pounds
AUl?OMATICCONTROL
The function of the automatic control considered in this paper is
to dsmp the short+period lateral oscillation. It is desirable that this
automatic control should not interfere with the normal operation of the
airplane _bythe pilot. For an airplane with an irreverslhle type of
control system, this automatic control could be connected to the existing
rudder. If the control system were reversible, the autcmatic control
could le used to oscillate a part of the existing rudder or a small’addi-
tional vertical.surface. Inasmuch as the oscillations under consideration
me usually of small mplitude, a comparatively small verticel area would
le necessery to provide enough force to dmp the oscillations.
An automatic control sensitive to yawing accelerations has en
advantage over other types of controls for this purpose because it does
not oppose the forces applied by the pilot in steady maneuvers. The
.operaticmof this control cen be pictured by considering the case of en
airplane perfabming a constemt-emplitude oscillation in yaw. The yawing “
velocity snd the yawing acceleration are 90° end 180°, respectively, out
of phase with the yawing displacement. If the rudder motion were controlled
to oppose the yating acceleration and with no time la~ the rudder deflection
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would be In phase with the displacement and hence would not a@y a
dsmping force. With a finite time lag, a component of the rudder
deflection would oppose the yawing velocity end provide a dmping force.
In operation, an automatic control inherently introduces some time
lag %etween the yawing acceleration in an oscillation and the corresponding
rudder motion. This time lag usually is a function of the frequency of
the oscillatia, hut, for the lower frequencies, the lag is o-n approxi-
mately constant and independent of frequency. The assumption of a constant
time lag has therefore %een made in this anelysis.
METHOD OF ANALYSIS
The effect of time lag in em automatic con@ol sensitive to yawing
accelerations on an airplane equipped tith an automatic control which
is free to yaw, to roll, end to move laterally was first investigated
by the use o~the lag oyerator mentioned in references 1 and 2. This
method of treating time lag tiplies that the amount of rudder deflection
applied at a given instant is proportimal to the emount of’yawing
acceleration which existed at a fixed time previous to the given instant.
—
Because use of the exact time-lag operator e–7D would result in a
~52
transcendental equation, the e~ression 1 -TD + ~ which is equal.
to the first three terms of the power series that represents e-TD, was
used to represent time lag in these calculations.
Results obtained from a step-by-step analysis oflthe problem were
faund to be in conflict with results obtained by use ofithis approximate
method. The development of a better method for determining the effect
of time lag was therefore considered necessery. The freq.uency-es~onse
method described In reference 3 was extended to give an exact method of
analysis. A more complete analysis of the problem of accounting for
time lag by frequency+responsemethods is presented in reference 4.
The values of the stability derivatives and mass characteristics
used in the calculations we given in table I. These values are repre-
sentative of a high-speed research or fighter airplane. A Mach number
of 0.80 at an altitude of-30,000 feet was assumed in the calculations.
-.
.
PrelMnary calculations indicated that for this airplane the
frequency responses for one degree of freedam and for three degrees of
freedom were essentially the same. As a further simplification,
therefore, the analysis was restricted tu the one-degree-of-freedom
system. This stiplification is possible because of the low dihedral
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effect and the smell product of inertia of this confi~ation. A Cm
plete discussion of the different methods of smdysis is presented in
the a~pendix.
In detezzuiningthe affect of time lag, values were assigned t? sJ2
parameters except T. For the normal airpleme configuratim, a rudder
deflection of approximately fl” will provide sufficient force to dsmp
rapidly en oscillatim with a yawing displacement of ~o, which corre-
sponds to a value of K of 0.0h27 radian per radian per seconii2for the
typicsl airplane used in these calculations. This vslue of K was used
in these cslcul.ations.
In order to determine the effect of vsriation in the ratio of the
rudder deflection to the yawing acceleration, calculations were repeated
for values of K ranging frcm 0.01 to 0.0427radien per radian ~er second2.
RESDITS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the investigation”considertig sn airplane tiee to
move laterally, to roll, and to yaw cumpered with the case of an air—
plane free only to yaw me presented in figure 1. This figure is a
plot of the demping and period of the latersl oscillation calculated
&2
with the lag operator 1 - TD + — as a function of time lag. For
2
these calculations a fixed geering constant K = ~ of 0.0427 radian
D2V
per radien per second2 was used. These calculations me in good agree-
ment and demonstrate that for the confi~ation chosen, winch h- a low
dihedrel effect end a smal.l.product of inertia, further analysis canbe
shqlified by consideration of the single-degree-of-freedom system.
*
With no automatic contzrol,this configurationhsa a time to dsmp
to hslf~litude of approxtitely 2.50 seconds and a period of approxi-
mately 1.30 seconds. With the automatic control in operation snd no
time lag, the laterel oscillation damps to half-amplitude in apTroxi–
mately 3.40 seconds and has a period of about 1.65 seconds. Use of the
~2D2
approximate lag operator 1 -TIJ + — to represent time lag in the
2
automaticmontrol system gives results which show that the demping
improves with time lag in the range considered end that the period of
the lateral oscillation increases slightly with increasing time lag.
8The results of’
of an airplane f%ee
plot of the demping
of time la~. These
the exact frequency+response
only to yaw are presented in
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analysis for the case
figure 2, which is a
and period of the lateral oscillations as a function
calculations were elso maiie.for a fixed gearing
constaqt of 0.0h2? radian ~er radian per second?. The frequ=ncyaesyonse
calculations predict instability of the systmn if the time lag is
increased to large values. The presence of the automatic control
introduces a higher-frequencymode ofmothnt hat becomes unstable with
increasing time lag superposed on the lower-frequency stable mode. The
appraimate mathod fails to predict this mode ‘ofmotion. The damping
curve obtained with the a~roximate la~perator calculations is in good
agreementwith the damping of the lower-frequency mode of motion as
_predicted%y the frequency-response emalysis. (Compare figs. 1 and 2.)
The period ofithe lower+%equency mode of motion increases slightly with
increasing values o~time lag. The _perid of the higher-frequencymode
of motion is proportional to the amount of time lag.
The most-significemtfact that figure 2 demonstrates is that, with
this type of--control,the time lag is not”a very critic~ factor. If
the actual automatic control has a the lag renging fram about 0.10
to 0.28 second, which is not at all unusual for an automatic~ontrol
installatim in an airplane, good damping will result. If the automatic
control were sensitive to an anguler displacement or to an angular
velocity, satisfactory damping might not be obtainable for this seine
range of time lag. By making the control sensitive to yawing acceleration,
effectively 90° more phase lag can be tolerated end still produce good
damping with the control.
8
The effect of verying the gearing constant K = ~ is shown in
. D%
figure 3 as a plot of ~
T1/2’
which is proportional to the dml?ing, against
time lag. The plot is presented in this manner to avoid having the
damping curves approach-inffity when the oscillation becomes neutrally “
stable.
Mathematically, the phase relationship between the rudder deflection
and the yawing acceleration my be expressed as a lead or a lag. The
negative values of time lag ere shown as long-dash lines on the curves
in order to illustrate that negative time lag would result in a reduction
in demping of the oscillation. In the actual operation of this automatic
control the rudder deflection can never lead the yawing acceleration
because the rudder cannot be operated %y a yawing acceleration occurring
at a later time.
.
u
.
,
.
.
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In the time-lag r
T
considered to give good dsmping, frcm
about 0.10 second to O. second, increasing K from 0.01 to 0.0427 radian
2 increased slightly the dsmping of the lower-per radisn per second
frequency mode of motion sad, at the s&e time, rapidly decreased the
demping of the higher-frequency mode of motion.
References 5 and 6 specify that for lateral oscillations with periods
equal to or 10s8 than 2 seconds, the dsmping of the oscillation is con-
sidered satisfactory if the time to damp to Wlf*plitude is equal to
or less than 1.50 seconds. By cross~lotting the results of figure 3 in
the KT-plane (reference k) the camlinations of time lag end control
gearings for this configuration, which satisfy this criterion, can be
obtained. These results are presented in figyre 4, wMch demonstrates
that the criterion can be satisfied with a large range of geari
Y
ratios
in addition to the values of 0.0427 radian per radian per second used
in these calculations.
CONCLUDIIfGBEMARIE
A theoretical investigation, which was made to determine the effect
on the lateral oscillations of an airplane of en automatic-control system
sensitive to yawing accelerations indicated that latersl oscillatimm,
such as snsking or Dutch roll, can be satisfactorily damped through the
use of.this control. The main advantages of a control of this type sre
that the time lag in the automatic control is not a very criticsl factor
and the control does not oppose the forces applied ly the pilot in my
steady maneuvers.
The presence of the automatic control introduces a higher-frequency
mode of motion, which %ecomes unstable with increasing time lag, in
addition to the existing lower-f%equency Dutch rolJ mode of motion, which
becomes more stable with increming time l%. Incre=ing the ratio of
the rudder deflection to the yawing acceleration from O.01 to 0.0427 radian
2 improved the dsmping of the lower-frequency modeper radian per second
slightly but, at the ssme time, reduced rapidly the dsmping of the hi.gher–
frequency mode.
The approxhate lag-operator method of analysis was shown to be
inadequate for treating time lag. The frequency=espmse method is the
most suitable mesns of handling time lag at present. The results of these
calculations show that an investigation of the possibilities of designing
end using a control of this type to control such lateral oscillations
as snaking or Dutch roll would be worthwhile.
Lsngley Aeronautical.Laborat~
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Lsngley Air Force Base, Vs., October 4, 1949
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MEmoD OF ANALYSIS
Three Degrees of Freedom with Lag Operator
The equations of motion of em airplane which is free to move
laterally, to roll, and to yaw, as given in reference 7, have been
modified to account for a yawin@mment term produced by deElecthg the
rudder. These equations then beccone:
Lateral motion
-1
m(VDj3+VD*) =Y+mgsin#
Rolling motion
I
IXD2@-InD2*= L
Yawing motion
IZD21MMD2@=N +N’
.
.
(1)
.
where the operator D indicates differentiation with respect to time
and N’ is.equel to the yawing mament produced by deflecting the
rudder. The effect on the rolling motion and on the lateral motion of
deflecting the rudder is neglected.
In order to investigate the effect of lag in the autmatic-control
system, the time-lag operator e‘~ as given in references 1 end 2 could
be used. This method of treating time lag tm@ies that the amount of
rudder deflection applied at a given instant is proportioned.to the
yawing acceleration which existed at a fixed time previous to the given
instant”. Because use of the time-lag operator directly results In a
transcendental-equation, the expmshn 1 -.D +%, ~ichiseq~
to the first three terms of the power series that re’~esent-s e-TDj was
used to represent time lag in these calculations.
The expression for an autcmtic control sensitive to yatig accel-
erations with time lag Is
t5r = ( .%)2KD%+re-TD %ED%J1 –TD + — 2 ) (2)
.
#
..
.
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where K equals the gearing ratio
occurring at some thne t end the
at the time t – T.
between the rudder deflection
yawing acceleration which occurred
When the equations of motion (1) are expressed in terms of coef-
ficients and equation (2) and the following substitutions are made:
P.=*
CL=*
%*’O
%r=o
70=
IX
llX = —q%
1~
ItZ = —
qsll
%z1’= = —q%
and if small motions of the airplane are assumed, the equations beccme:
(y-%,)$+(%)-f=” .
.
‘ (3)
11
—
The determinant of the coefficients of the three mria%les is then
set equal to zero and expanded. This equation yields the characteristic
equation of the system h the following form:
EiD6+bD5+ cD4+dD3+eD2+ fm+g=o (4)
*
.
12
where
a=
-b=
c =
d.=
-J.
K@x~PCnbr -
.
.
.
.
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f
()
= – * 2 CYB%rcb + $%@p + I’ZCLCZ
P - ‘~c%cwr +
The results of the calculations we presented as the time to demy
to half-emplitude and the period of the oscillation. The values of the
real snd imag@ary Ierts of the complex stability roots of the charac-
teristic stability equation exe related to the demping and the period
of the latersl oscillation by the following equations:
6.28
p = hlaginarypart
(5)
Without the autcmatic COntrQlj the characteristic sta%ility
equation of this three-degremf-freedcm case is a fourth-degree equation.
Equation (4) indicates the presence of two additional roots. These
additional roots result frcm the use of the thre-te~eries expansion
of the quantity e‘~ to represent the time lag in the system. calcu-
lations were made to show that the additional pair of roots does not
satisfy the stability equations when the exact operator e-rD is used
to represent the time lag.
If the exact time-lag operator, that is, eqD is used to represent
the time lag of the automati~ontrol system, the characteristic latersl-
sta%ility equation then becomes:
aD4+bD3+@2+dD+e= O (6)
where
a ‘%t=Itz += F’=2 - —
v
“
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b=
c =
The left-hand aide of equation (6)was evaluatedfor the case of
a smell time lag for which the series ap~roximation still gives good
results. The stability roots D, obtained from the expres-
%2
sion l-TD+T for T = 0.10 second fid K = 0.0427 radian
.
.
.
l
per radian per s~cond2j -TDwere substituted in i%e equation for e .
If the root is correct, the left~and side of,the equation should
.
“
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equsl zero. The results of this substitution sre tabulated in the
following table: .
15
D
-0.0115
3,9085
-.428 & 3.757i
10.478L19.785i
~4+bD3”+cD2+dD+e
(0.02937x10<) + (10.7847XI.0<) + (0.003478)+
(–1.09676)+ (1.092) =-0.001288
(46 l~3) +=(~9:&5) + (4Q4~9@ + (-376.092)+
{)1.C92 . .. .
(328.lo9~loo.891i)+ (75.823T375.324f) +
[~:$;;15T82.187i) + (38.m~358.385i) +
. = o.092~I.765i
(-134856.9T19~285.4i)+ (47079JL4258.M) +
(-7207.1310735.2i) + @89.2 L1840.3i) +
(1.092)= -188157.8T174451.8i
The mlues obtained for the two negative reel roots and for the
conJugate roots with negative real parts approxhately satisfy the
equation for e‘7D, but the conjugate roots with positive real parts
do not; therefore these roots sre extraneous.
Single De~ee of I&eedom with Lag Operator
The equation of motion of an slrplsme and automatic control free
only toyaw~ be written as .
(I’ZD%J-C% $0$ + C%V =KD~ 1 )- TIl+ ‘~ cn, (7) -r
Numerical mlues for the known quantities, taken from table 1, sre
substituted to stipli~ the expression. These substitutions yield
[ ( ~~2 )]D2 o.o1O24+ 0.163K1-TD +T + 0.CM704D+ 0.250= O (8)
NACA TN 2006
which, for fixed velues of K and T, cen be written as
=0aD4+bD3+cD2+dD+e (9)
The values of the reel and imaginsry
roots of equation (9) are related to
equations (5).
parts or the complex stability
the damping md ~eriod by
Frequency%esponse Ce2.culations
The frequenoy+response characteristics of an airplane free @ to
yaw mey be calculated ly an extension of the methods of reference 3.
The equation of motion of the singlti”egree-of-freedm system (equation (7),
without automatic control) msy be sinq?lifiedby the folloting substitutions:
‘z
C%r
—= c
Ifz
where
on
duping ratio
natural circular frequency
c Constent
l
“
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Equation (7) mqy then be written in the form
ar D2 + 2~D ‘%2
—=
D2~ CD2
or as
~
= f(D)
(lo)
Dz$
Reference 3 presents a method for determining the Smylitude ratio
end phase sngle at which a hunting oscillation exists. The critical
hunting condition exists when the real pert of the complex stability
root is equal to zero. qhe phase and smplitude of the rudder deflec-
tion ~ required to maintsin a einusoidsl motion of the airplsne is
obtained by substituting h for D in the expression for ~lD2$.
In order to investigate the phase and emplitude ratio required to
maintain sn oscillation of increasing or decreasing sqplitude by the
frequency+?esponse snalysis, the complex frequency a + h can be
substituted for the operator D. (See reference 8.) This substitution
snows the determinationof the vslues of K snd T necessery so that
the dsmping represented by the quantity a exists. If this substitution
is made, equation (10) becomes
end w be written in
where
snd
br
()~+~i—’f% % ‘*+BiD2’$
vector form as
5r
—=A+Bi = R@
D2 ~
R= dA2 +B2
6 = ts31-1~
A
18
The terms R end
different---valuesof a.
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/O are then plotted as a function of u ~ for
The results of these calculatims, which are
presented in figure 5, show the phase and amplitude of the-ratio of
rudder deflection to yawing acceleration required to maintain oscillations
with different amounts of positive end negative damping.
In order to investigate the phase end amplitude of the ratio of
rudder deflection to yawing acceleration supplied by the automatic control
in an oscillation with different amounts oftime lag end demplngj the
operator D = a + im is substituted into the automatic-control equation
(equation (2)). Th&efore,
5r
— = Keya(cos TO
D2~
The magnitude of the autmatic-control
-isinW) .
amplitude ratio
II~=Ke+aD2$
is now a function of time lag T and o~the damping term a.
In order to determine the damping curves presented in figure 2, the
airplane frequency-response curves and the automatic~ontrol frequency
response were combined by use of the relationship shown in reference 3
that, if at some value of frequency m’, the condition exists that
ar br
D2~ Airplane = & Automatic control
then the-airplane will oscillate at that frequency provided that the
phase angles of the airplane and automatic control are equal.
These conditicms cen be satisfied as follows. For a given value
of K and a constant value of a, values are assigned to T end the
absolute values of
ar
of —
D2~ Automatic
same constant value
?r
are ccmputed. A plot
D2V Auhmatic control
against time lag is then made. For the
control
of a, the values of airplane amplitude ratio and
.
.
.w
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phase angles at different frequencies exe noted.
chhmged to a dimensional thm lag by means of the
19
T% phase anglesare
followingrelatimship:
T
6 23( e 211
=—— =—.
3@ u’% 360 u
The phase angle requirement is therefore satisfled and a plot
%?
of — against T is made. At values of T for
D2* Airplane
II%
br
the critical conditions& Automatic control
‘Ch ~ ~l~e
.
are satisfied and one point has been detemined on the damping curve.
This entire process nqy be repeated for each value of a, corresponding
to a value of T1/2’ to oltsdn a plot such as figure 2. .
.
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w, lb l
s, Sq ft
b, ft.
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Figure l.- The variation of the time to dsmp to
.3
half-smplitude
and the periodof the lateraloscillation with time lag
for an automatic control sensitive to yawing accelerations
(
~2+
)
as calculated by use of the lag ope~ator 1 - TD + ~ .
K = 0.0427 radian per radi~ per seccmd2.
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Figure 2.- The variation of the time to damp to half-amplitude
‘and the period of the lateral oscillatio~ with time iag for
an automatic control sensitive to yawing accelerations as
calculated by the frequency-response analysis.
K . 0.0h27 radian per radian per second2.
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Figure 3.- The variation of the damping of the lateral oscillations
with time lW for different values of K for an automatic
control sensitive to yawing accelerations.
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FigOre 4.- Conibinationaof the kg and gearing ratios which satisfy
the Army-Navy criterion for Batiafactory damping of +Ort-period
lateral oacKllat5.on6.
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(a) Amplitude ratio.
Figure 5.- The ratio of rudder deflection to yawing acceleration as a
function of frequency required to maintain an oscillation with
different amunts of damping.
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Figure 5.- Concluded.
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